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HPER Reversed; Linda Estes Granted Tenure
By G~IL GOTTLif)B
Director of Women's Athletics Linda Estes has
been granted tenure by UNM Vice President Chester
Travelstead, reversing a preliminary negative
recommendation by the Personnel Committee and
Dr. Hanson of the Health, Physical Educ~;~tion and
.
Recreation Department. ·
In disc\ISSing why a negative recommendation had
been made, HaQOn, Chairman of the HPER
Department, liaid, "Linda is only a part-time
instructor in the PE Department. She is also
Part-time in Women's Intercollegiate Athletics,
which is not a program that offers tenure. Frankly, I
thought the dec.ision for tenure should have been ' ·
held .in abeyance until she retur~ed full-time to the
PE department. She was hired before I came here,
, and I d~dn't feel comfortable with the provisions she
was hired under."
·

Ne\N Mexico

DAILY.

Estes, whose work with Women's Athletics has
been nationally recognized, said, "Women's
Athletics was, until this year, housed within the PE
~partment, It was transferred to the Athletic
Department in June 1973, after Dr. Hanson and five
women in the department-none of whom coached
a Women's Athletic Team-made an attempt to have
· me relieved · of my responsibilities as director of
Women's Athletics,"
·
Hanson said that no attempt would be made to
aQpeal tbe decision to override his recommendation,
"As far- as. we know," said Hanson, ~~we won't
appeal the decision. I wouldn't want to take
something like this on by .myself. The faculty held a
meeting and we decided not to protest. We were a
little &~pset that the administration didn't give us a
chance· to explain our .. decision. Dean Darling
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Asbestos Pipes. Still UsBd
By Cit.y Despite Protest
By JOHN RUCKER
(Editor's note: An article by Nancy Guinn in the
June 16-July 2 SEER's CATALOGUE entitled
..City· Wate,...:.Killing Us Slowly?" investigated the
laying of asbestos-concrete pipe in the Valley and
linked this type of pipe with asbestosis, lung cancer
and other diseases. The pipe is at present still being
laid, but is not yet connected.)

a danger when swallowed," the spokesman said. He
added that Environmental Health had written to
Selikoff for more information.
'
Guinn also left the impression that the pipe was'
commonly used only in sewers. A city water
engineer denied this. "The larger pipe is used for
sewers, but the sizes we're using have been used as
water'carrying pipes for years."

Will residents of the North and South Valley risk
death by aabe•to.i•, lung cancer and mesothelioma

every time they drink a glau of water? According to
Nancy Guinn of SEER'S CATALOGUE, the answer
is, very likely.

"You're going to die of sili~osis

Her article on the installation of asbestos
concrete pipes to carry water to VBlley areas
touched off a spate of controversy. Residents were
understandably upset at the idea or the city
sacrificing public health in exchange for a cheaper
water system.

before you die of cancer."

c

Guinn claimed that the pipe would carry asbestos
particles through the water system, and cited
numerous examples· of the dangers inherent in
asbestos work. That asbestos is a dangerous air
pollutant is unquestioned'. Aabestosis, the scarring
of lung tissue by asbestos particles, is untreatable
and similar in effects to the black lung disease which '
affects coal miners.

·-

What is overlooked, however, is that asbestos in
the water is being ingested, not breathed. Many
substances which are harmful to breathe are equally
harmful to swallow, but this is not always the caie.
For example, carbon dioxide is considered a major
air pollutant, but mixed with water, it forms club
soda, or provides carbonation for soft drinks, beer
.
and cliampagne.
Dr. I. J. Selikoff of the· Mt. Sinai Sc!hool of
Medicine is generally regarded .as the world's
foremost authority on asbestoa po11ution •. Selikoff
suggested that research was badly needed. in the
subject of ingested asbestos and poasible links to
stomach and intestinal cancer, but as a spokesman
for the city's Environmental Health Dept. said,
"Selikoff presents no ~tatistical evidence at all.

That asbestos is .a dangerous
air pollutant is unquestioned.

\

"Nobody really knows if the asbestos is<a danger.
For many years we didn't realize that asbestos in
the lungs is a potential source of cancer. There is no
evidence at the present time to indicate whether it is

UT-Austin piping expert Prof. Howard Rase in
his book, Piping Design /or Proce• Plants, lists three
siz'!s of ~bestos concrete pipe commonly used as
communtty water Jines, 100, 150 and 200 pounds
per square inch (psi-a preuure rating)·and all three
are. in use in Albuquerque. Only much larger pipes
·are in use as sewers (1500 psi and on· up).
~

The major reason for using such pipes ia cost. The
more commonly used iron pipes have "skyrocketed
in price," according to a city engineer.
-

supported our initial recommendation, and then
reversed himself and the tenure was granted very
quickly, without giving the department a chance to
discuss it. The Dean wrote me a note and said that
he hadn't reviewed his . tenure decisions carefully
enough the "first time, and that he felt he had to
reverse this d~cision. "
• David Darling, Dean of the College of Education,
said, "I didn't· just make the decision and forget
· about it. I continued to worry, and in the long run I
felt she was worth a lot to the university."
Estes said "One encouraging aspect of this whole
ordeal is that I really didn't know how many friends
I had until this happened. The number of people,
···students, who have contacted me, offering to help
in any way they could, has made me feel quite
humble." ·

COUP Formed To
Study University
Few students realize that the
Committee on University Planning
(COUP) exists, but COUP's
findings may have a profound
effect on the future role of the
University toward the community
and itself.
COUP was formed in
November, 1973 by a Regent's
resolution and is headed by
biology professor Paul Silverman.
Silverman described COUP's role
as being "a snapshot of where we
are in relation to where we want
to be. COUP is conducting a ·
profile of resource aJlocation."
Sociology professor Dodd
Bogart, another COUP member,
said that COUP is made up of
students (Janice Arnold and Stan
Read), ·alumni (Judge Ben
Hernandez, Ben Huder), and a
wide range of faculty members
and staff.
Bogart explained the .general
plan of action. "We .basically use
Bolin's phase concept-identifying
areas of concern and studying
them. Sub-committees were set up
to study students, administration,
the physical plant, instructional
programs, research and service
problems."
"Phase one consisted of
gathering a thick compendium of
reports from the sub-committees.
Our next job will be to evaluate
what we've gathered. Information
gathering consisted of individual ·
study, having people like
President Ferrel Heady and Vice
President Chester Travelstead
meet with the committees and

Zoo Reorganized;
Budget Woes Stay

Environmental .Health voiced the same opinion,
but in layman's language. ccone advantage to this
type of pipe, besides cost, is that with the high
alkalinity of water in Albuquerque, most pipes will
become completely coated with calcium carbonate
within a year, and from then on the water won't be
. in contact with the pipe."
The asbestos question is still very much alive, but
until more research is conducted, many do not want
to lin"k the pipes with potential health problems.
The Environmental . Health people summed it up
best. "We have to adopt a wait·and·see attitude. On
the basis of the best scientific evidence, I can't say
that a health problem has been proved. I can tell
you one thing though, you're .going to die . of
silicosis (a lung disease caused by inhaling insoluble
particles) lqng before you die from lung cancer."

Bruce Stringer

"

going out into the community."
Although COUP sent out letters
to all department and
administrative heads inviting them
to participate in planning, as
·Bogart said, "It wasn't entirely
successful. Many people still don't
know we exist."
Other COUP members agreed
on the need for more
coadjutement. Said Silverman,
"We are very anxious to have as
much input as possible. Any
contribution or participation is
welcome. The degree to which
this thing succeeds depends on
how much we all put into it!'
(I

Questions as to the problem of asbestos poisoning
may be irrelevant for Albuquerque •. The
authoritative uwater Quality and Treatment," a
handbook on clean water standards, stated that
asbestos concrete pipe worked very well in hard
water and then said, "By far the most applicable
By JOE MONAHAN
and successful condition for prevention of red water
The controversy over the
and tuberculation (node formation) is the natural
occurrence or controlled production of a stable or conditions of the Rio Grande Zoo
supersaturated water with respect to calcium were acted upon by city officials•
carbonates .•• protection by a· calcium carbonate Tuesday. At the meeting of the
film or coating must be complete, or tuberculation
will occur."
·

..

·Prof. Silverman

Zoo advisory board Mayor Kinney
announced a reorganization of the
facility. Dr. Bruce Stringer who
was fired from his post as chief
administrator in January was
reappointed to that po$ition.
Kinney also announced that John
Roth, superintendent of the zoo
from 1963·1967 would serve as
the associate administrator.
Kinney said the supervision of the
zoo would be put under the
may()r's office . temporarily.. The
zoo was formerly run by the City
Parks and Recreation Department
which is headed ·by Bob Burgan •.
The problem of the zoo was cited
in ·March by the United States
Department of Agriculture. The
department inspec:ted the facility
and found it to be violating
sanitary regulations, There has
also been conflict between the
city and the Zoological society·
which favors an independent
board to supel.'Vise the zoo.
Burgan said that the zoo was in
compliance with USDA rules and
(continued on page 2)

Highway Dept. Studied-~By Econ. ·Prof:
lnflijtion 's toll on gasoline tax
revenues has curtailed state
high WilY improvements, stlltes
professor Ger11ld Boyle who hopes
to suggest remedies to the
legislature.
Boyle, chairman of the UNM
economics dep~~rtment, has
received 11 $27,055 grant from the
New Mexico Highway Department
to measure the impact of inf111tion
on the department's purchasing
power since 1967 and to devise an
-interimC..nding plan to offset tb11t
inflation.
Boyle and his .three·member
research team hope to have
recommend11tions for a temporary
solution ready for the 1975
session of the New Mexico

Legislature, A long-range solution billion in 1967 to nearly 9 billion
also shoul; he devised, he believes. in 1972. In those five years annual
Inflation reduced the expenditures for road
purchasing-power of gasoline tax improvements actually declined
revenues by nearly one·third from slightly, thanks to inflation, he
1967 to 1972, Boyle has le11rned, adds.
The tax has been six cents a gallon
In 1967 the state spent about
since it was instituted in 1967, 1. 2 6 cents on highway
but by 1972 income actually improvements for every vehicle
represented about 4 1/3 cents a mile traveled, but by 1972 the
gallon.
figure had dropped to 0.89 cents,
"The effect of this decline in the economist has learned.
purchasing power has been a
"The combined effect of
continual reduction in the level of continuing inflation and
service provided to highway users increasing use of the highway
in New Mexico," Boyle says, system has resulted in a serious
because highway construction decline in the quality of highway
costs have risen about 50 per cent. services available , to the users of
Vehicle miles traveled in the the New Mexico system," Boyle ·
state increased from 11bout 6 sayq,

Zoo Reorganized;
Budget Woes Stay
DO YOU NEED
CASH?
Earn.$1 0 a week
donate twice weekly
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(Continued from page 1)
that there is no threat of its being
closed,
Although the reorganization
pleased Stringer, who said he was
glad to be working under Kinney,
UNM professor ·Frank Hibben, a
member of the Zoological
Society, said the only way for the
zoo to be reformed is to have it
free from the city. Jlibben said
the city should only have a role in
determining the zoo's budget.
Mayor Kinney said he is not in
favor of establishing such 11 board
at this time. Kinney said he would
decide what role the city should
have in 90 days. The idea of an
independent board would not be
feasible for at least two or three
years because the Zoological
Society does not have the
financial· base that ill necelllllly to
support such a board, Kinney
&aid.

DOCTOR IN
RESII)ENCE

842-6991
Albuquerque
1307 Central NE

Another problem at the zoo has
been the lack of trained
employeett. Of the 31 people
working at the zoo, only two have
had any formal training. The
tr11ining program at the facility
was reported to be taught by a
woman who had no training
herself. Stringer told the Lobo
that he is now training employees
and that the sanit~~ry conditions at
the zoo should pass any
inspection by the government. He
cited the lack of money as a major

-·

problem.
The zoo gets about $80,0QO
from its general fund which
includes the gate proceeds and
concession sales. City Attorney
Prank Horan said the zoo operates
at a $175,000 deficit per year.
Improvements currently being
financed are possible because of a
$250,000 bond issue approved by
the voters in M11y, Under
construction now is a $34,000
flight cage for the monkeys and
soon to be built is an office and
clinic .•
In another development at
Tuesday's meeting, the officials
discussed the Rio Grande Zoo
Barn. The barn was supposed to
open two months 11go but never
did. Albert Boberg of the City
Parks and Recreation said th11t the
barn was not opened because
there was no money to build
animal runs for the stalls. Oscar
Murray, a contractor who built
the barn for free, said the opening
was delayed because of
administrative bickering centering
around the firing of Stringer.

..'
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Designed primarily for
global-minded graduating seniors,
the class is shared by the
departments of sociology,
political science, geography,
economics, and modern languages
and literature. Students in these
disciplines are given preference,
and the enrollment of the class is
limited to 15 students.
During the year guest lecturers
from the colleges of Fine Arts and
Education, the UNM
administration, visiting foreign
educators, and foreign students on
campus speak to the class.
Professors recently b11ck from
overseas stays· are invited to
lecture on their impressions of the
people and culture of the country.

the Foreign Service examination,
graduate work in international
affairs, and careers with
multi-national corporations,
Fulbright professors and other
lecturers can also be invaluable
guides to obtaining scholarships
and grants abroad.
The seminar will vary fro.m year
to year, said Slavin, for
continuation of the course is

based in part upon student
evaluations. He stresses, however,
the the success of this particular
class is only "the tip of the
iceberg." "A coherent
international program at UNM
which offers more than a global
overview is essential to meet the
imminent need for better
international communications"
Slavin said.
·
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The International Studies
seminar will be back in the fall, in
. spite of earlier doubts as to its
future. The interdisciplinary
course was introduced by Gerald
M. Slavin, Director of
International Programs and
Services, in the spring of 197 3.
The seminar's future was
uncertain when fall schedules
were being made out._ and
consequently was omitted.

Slavin, in his capacity as
instructor and advisor to students
liiiii~iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiil- from abroad, will offer the
f!!!
f!!!
services of knowledgeable foreign
Ci'
students who have agreed to act as
resource people on their country
~4M/4
of origin.
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The research team is analyzing
the effect of inflation by
comparing state and national price
indexes to expenditures since
1967. Next they plan to identify
road systems which have
deteriorated since 1967 and
estimate costs of needed repair
work. These estimates cannot be
made until an alternative funding
plan to offset the decline in gas
tax revenues is devised, Boyle
says.

.1
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Another facet of the seminar
will bring to light the "potential
of the library from an
international point of view," said
Slavin. The library possesses
reference material that will open a
completely new dimension to the
interested student.
The seminar will also stress its
inter disciplinary structure.
Students of each discipline will be
exposed to the viewpoints of the
other disciplines involved in the
class. Students will participate in
the class as teachers, bringing out
the diverstiy of knowledge and
experience present in ·the class
members.
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Slavin conceived the seminar in
International Studies as an
opportunity for students to gain a
broadened perspective of foreign
affairs. Specifically, the course is
useful to students preparing for
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!Philosophers Studied in
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""' "The Dialectical Imagination:
-a- A History of the Frankfurt ·
~ · School and the Institute of Social
>: Research 1923·1950"
.:!! by Martin Jay
~ Little Brown/$3.95
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UNM Should Play !J.ctive Role In City Government
The election of Jack Kolbert as council .president is
a welcome development for the University
community. The University's activity in city affairs is
vital if the true purpose of this institution is to be
realized. The University as it is now is wrapped in a
world of its own which is occasionally pierced by the
sensationalized publicity of athletics,
Although the University maintains a public
research center, it is largely involved in
communicating government theory to the city. What
this approach lacks is the casualness and free
exchange th&t marks a good relationship.
Institutions are composed of people not bland
concrete buildings that instill similar bland thought.
As we continue to lose sight of this the institution,

i.e., the University, becomes a tool of a few who set
policy and .priorities instead of receiving input from
ma·ny people and acting upon that input.
Kolbert, a language professor besides being council
president, will have a unique perspective whicll will
amount to two .different worlds. Although both of
these jobs are very political they differ in terms of

Editorial
exposure. A dominant attitude at the University is
one of self-righteous elitism. This has ted the
University to be a city within a city with its functions
becoming distorted and its contribution to the
welfare of the community largely undefinable. The
city government on the other hand has become a

i

. o

larger and increasingly unresponsive bureaucracy.
To really have a responsive and effective
interaction with the community we need to abandon
our self-image which is epitomized by the "ivory
tower" Ideal, and become more receptive, not
condescending, to the city around ,us. It is too easy to
see the pathetic state of affairs in the city and then
.hide in a coccoon of false superiority. But that can
only strain the current depressing relations we have
With Albuquerque.
The change we're speaking of must be manifested
politically but more importantly it must be a change
of atmosphere. This can only be achieved through
inter-personal communication. Jack Kolbert will have
tills opportunity; llopefully he will utilize it.
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* *BUTLER
by DAN
Germany in the 20's and early
30's: an advanced industrial
society in economic and political
trouble with an overwhelming rate
o f i n f Iat i on, seri ous
unemployment, society polarized
(many assassinations), and
constitutional government
increasingly !.mabie to contain
these contradictions. This was the
context of the founding (1923) in
Frankfurt-am-Main of the
lnsti tu te for Sozialforschung
(Institute of Social Research), a
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Anglos As "Scape Goats"

"Wait! Here's
nice man from
hln•sc.lf who will tell you things are

Dear Editor:
to holding an ethnic group down?
It is becoming increasingly easier to
Or how about the Indian racists in,
be insensitive to the demands of "The Coalition For Navajo
minority groups. These groups are Liberation?" Larry Emerson is quoted
consistently making "scape goats" of from an article in Seer's Catalogue as
the white anglo society for many of saying in regards to three· lnllian
the minority's own ills and with every murders near Gallup recently. "He and
demand not met newer, more other Indians strongly suspect it was
outrageous, and near-sighted claims are non-Indians who killed these men." His
being made by these subsocieties. Not bubble must have burst when several
once have I heard a compliment for Indians confessed to the murders.
any inter-racial strives· made. It seems Better luck next time, Larry.
only more absurd that these statements
With this kind of treatment, the ole
will dominate such inter-action.
slap-in-the-face techniques, the
In the June 27, 1974 issue of the majorities will turn a deaf ear to the
Lob;, Barbara Simmons was quoted as cries of the minorities. Just as it takes
saying, "the white conspiracy to two groups of cooperating people to
destroy black men by allowing black build a bridge over a canyon, it'll take
women more opportunities thus two groups of cooperating people to
making them less than men." Can • fill in the racial gaps. And no minority
anyone- possibly believe such rampant can live alone in a hole in the
barf? Isn't it so totally absurd to think ground . , • l!ut Barbara and. Larry will
that any group of white people-or any make great diggers.
group of people, for that matter-could
David Burton
come up with such a creative approach

as bad as lle says."

(Drawinc by
Coston)
HERBERT MARCUSE
group of scholars which
eventually included Herbert
Marcuse, Erich Fromm, Max
Horkheimher, T. W. Adorno, and
like-minded critics of modern
society. It is these intellectuals
who form the subject of The
Dialectical Imagination by Martin
Jay.
Herbert Marcuse, who came to
the Institute in 1932, is of course

Commentary
themselves to be more than willing to harass, obstruct, and
jail when the need arises.
A few months back, the Wilmington Morning News
released a bulletin stating they would soon be printing a
column on prison life written by a convict. The column
never appeared. It seems before the operiing segment was
scheduled to run, a Delaware state senator threatened to
introduce legislation to prohibit newspal)ers in the state
from publishing the work of criminals. No doubt, the
legislation would have been ruled unconstitutional by the
nearest court, but the Morning News was sufficiently
intimidated,
'
Others in the media have been harder to influence.
Reporters have been jailed for refusing to turn over to
authorities either their notes or sources or both. Editors
have been sUbpoenaed for printing articles deemed to
contain confidential information, The Chicago Ttibune

alone has received 115 subpoenas in the last six years. Upon
occasion, material meant to be published has instead been
seized or kept from print until it is no longer useful. Some
of the more bizarre infringements include the following:
-A Kentucky journalist, Paul Branzburg, left the state to
avoid jailing. His crime: refusing to divulge the names of
two hashish-making individuals he used as subjects for a
story on drugs. Branzburg is now being extradited from
Michigan.
-Paul Conrad, liberal cartoonist for the Los Angeles
Times, drew an American dollar as part of a cartoon
comment on the fuel &hortage. Not only was Conrad
warned he was violating ·federal law by reproducing
currency, but the printing plates and negatives for the
cartoon were also seized by the U.S. Selective Service.
-Harry Wood, editor of the Texarkaha Gazette & News,
was recently given 60 days In jail for publishing a jury
verdict rendered in open court. Wood has appealed the
decision.
The list of recent government restrictions on press
freedoms could go on indefinitely. The climate that
produces these restrictions could go on too. '
As long as we fail to speak, our officialdom will do our
speaking for us. Though we might not act, we must not
delude ourselves into believing others will not act in our
stead.
Lewis Powell, Supreme Court appointee of President
Nixon, has said, "The national televison network should be
monitored in the same way that textbooks should be kept
under cbnstant surveillance. This applies not merely to
so-called educational programs, bu to the daily news
. analysis which so often includes the most insidious tYPe of
criticism of the free enterprise system."
Maybe it's time we said our piece. The First Amendment
Isn't scrap paper yet.

Editorial
Board
Unsigned editorials reph!oent a mll.lorltY opinion Cit the

Dally Lobo .taU. All other columns, cartoons and letters
mpreoent the opinion of the author and do not necessarily
renect the views of the staff,

I must voice my outrage about the
plight of Reies Tijerina. Many regard
him as a martyr or viii ian-he is
neither. He is simply a dedicated man
who did what he thought was right,
and suffered the consequences. Since
then he has proven himself a model
citizen, working vigorously for the
betterment of New Mexico.
I believe a man reformed should be
permitted to live in peace with his
fellow- man. The molestation of his
family, and the theft of his money, by
members of our state and local
governments, are matters of public
record. Those criminals are still to be
prosecuted, while Mr. Tijerina
languishes in prison.

Lobo Letter Policy

Editor
Michael Minturn

Managing Editor
Scott Eaton

News Editor
George Johnson

Arts & Media
· Jon Bowman

Nothiog is gained by keeping Mr.
Tijerina in prison. He and his family
have already suffered more than
enough, and it is doubtful that Mr.
Tijerina, suffering from a throat
condition that requires constant
medical i:are, can survive another term
in prison.
Mr. Tijerina's plight makes one think
of Victor Hugo's Jean Valjean, the
reformed convict who was not allowed
to live down his past. In the name of
humanity, let us not treat Reies
Tijerina in the same disgraceful way.
Join with me and write to Governor
King, requesting a pardon for Reies
Tijerina.
•
Elliott Guttmann

Letters to the Editor ...
Letters to the editor should be no longer than 250 words,
typewritten and double spaced.
Sender's name, address and telephone number must be
included with the letter or it will not be considered for
publication. Names will not be withheld upon request. If a
letter is from a group, please include a name, telephone·
m,1mber and address of a group member. The letter will carry
that name, plus the name of that group.
·
The Lobo will publish letters as space and the number of
letters received allows.

Sports Editor
o.r Jones

Reporters
Di- Ross
John RtJcker
Karl
Cathy Wanek
Gall Gottlieb
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By CATHY WANEK
As the cool evening descended
gently into the back yards of
Corrales, Thursday, the ·tension
inside the Old San Ysidro Church
belied the surrounding calm.
It was the Adobe Theatre's
current production, Candida, by
George Bernard Shaw, causing the
unrest. The plot, a "love-triangle"
between Candida, her husband,
the Reverand James Morell, and
an aspiring poet, Eugene
Marchbanks, unfolds in the
drawing room-with a little
passion and lots of conversation.
However what made me cringe in
my seat was not the underlying
conflict of characters in Shaw's
comedy-drama, but the conflict
the actors seemed to have with
·their roles.
Although it was not opening
night everyone had the jitters,
especially in the first act, and
performances were stiff, almost
mechanical. The players seemed
to have memorized motions and
stylized emotions, but nothing
flowed naturally.
In all fairness, the play lends
itself to caricatures. Many times
Shaw's people seem merely
vehicles for his cute, yet
profound, social criticisms.
Even the title character,
Cllildida, seems to be a composite
from the pages of women's
magazines. Were it not for the
redeeming comedy and genuine
depth of Shaw's dialogue, the play
would be reduced to sickening
melodrama, in which Candida is
(benevolently) in control, while
the men flounder around in their
egos and their rh~toric, realizing
only at the end the "worth of a
good woman.''
The poet, played by Barry
Payne, was by far the most
realistic in his role as B
· too'!lensitive young . artist. Even
platitudes had meaning when he
said them. Payne's problem was
the stiffness of the rest of the
cast-it. is difficult to act in a

often removed

from action.

~stitut ~ere never runy at home .However, the problems they dealt

m AmeriCa, and by 1950 the with are unfortunately still with
Ins
titut ·itself moved back to us, and their observations remain
the best-known thinker associated a few short centuries after Christ,
Germany,
where the book breaks among the most useful we have, in
with the group, b11t the others did
the Church was transformed into off.
our own, analogous, situation.
excellent work as well, H!lre are a an institution supporting the
·
There
are
weaknesses
in
The
few examples from the book:
established order. It lost its radical Dialectical Imagination and in the
Friedrich Pollack, writing in the
communitarian side and its work of those it discusses. Their
30's, rejected the traditional
apocalyptic vision (the Sermon on minds were closed to anarchist
the Mount, for example) of the social thought, and they seem
Jowly being exalted, and the high never to have considered
and mighty being brought syndicalism or any alternative to
down-all of this, Fromm noted, their own kind of marxist social
was postponed to the end of time -~heory. Their scholarship was
as the church legitimated the
established order.
marxist pre,diction of the
As important as the Institut's
imminent collapse of capitalism.
studies of ideas were their
He observed capitalism changing observations on eyents. They were
and adapting itself (though not originally funded to study
without much waste and
anti-semitism, capitalism, working
destructiveness) to changing class movements, etc.conditions and new technology. _controversial topics which (then,
Among adaptations he noted were as now) were neglected in
"a growing use of economic , universities. Members of the
planning by government Institut were interested in
direction, ••• encouragement of concrete social and political
technological innovation, developments, but there was little
and • • • an increasing defense most of them could do. And so
sector, which contributed to quickly did the German situation
capitalism's staying power." worsen tha~ in 1933, just ten
Pollack <1lso remarked that the years after its founding, the
profit motive was giving way to a Institut and most of its members
An1tiqt1e. Quilts-C!othes. 1
power motive, as capitalist society had to flee to America to
Furniture-Photographica:
entered a new stage of less continue their work. Ironically
dynamism and more brutal they could continue to study
,..... ,.. Central NE 2S6-7103i
consolidation of power, less many of the same disorders of
competition and more monopoly. capitalism in the U,S. after t~eir
Such later works of Marcuse as
One Dimensional Man and other
observations decades after Pollack
tend to confirm his views on the
evolution of capitalism.
Another Institut scholar, Erich
Fromm, was interested in religion;
and in Tile Dogma of Christ, a
study of early Christianity written
in the 30's, he noted that the
original creed of Christian
fellowship, the brotherhood of
the condemned and despised of
the earth, had once had
revolutionary implications. But in

Luxury Living
1~ Bile from campus
$160/mo.Columbian East and
. Columbian West Apts.

Pshawl ffir. Bernard Shaw

Govt. & Press: First Amendment
/s_ Not Dead Yet
He's Mad At Tijerina's Plight
By JON BOWMAN
America's first newspaper,. Publick Occurrences, Both
Forreign and Domestlck, appeared in 1679. It had barely
been in existence when the cOlonial government of
Massachusetts shut down its presses. The reason: a
politically slanted article the likes of which nowadays raise
nary an eyebrow.
As a result of the First Amendment, figures inside the
government can no longer stop a news outlet solely because
they oppose the outlet's policies. That doesn't mean people
in government are, by nature, now more tolerant. To the
contrary, our governing cadre is as self-centered as their
17th century counterpart$. They may not be able to muzzle
the press like their· forebears did, but they have shown

'o·IQ Iec t•IC ,

vacuum.
Once settled into their roles,
Linda Bergman as the secretary
Proserpine, and Bill Carsten.s as
Candida's father, also brought life
to the stage. Prossie, being both
I ove·sick and Victorian struck
recognizable chords of "games
people play". Candida's father
exemplified the scoundrel and
realist.
But their comic relief was
almost ludicrous in the absence of
drama.
Duncan Smith, portrayed the
Rev. James Morell, who is like so
many crusaders who keenly
expose society's injustice, yet are
amazingly blind concerning the
people they love. The . audience
was made very aware of Morell's
weakness, .but saw none of his
strength. He seemed
uncomfortable with power, and
undeserving of the reverence
showered upon him.
• The nucleus ot the play is
Candida, played by Caryl Neal,
but I was uncomfortable every
time she came on stage. Neal
talked too fast, for one thing,
several times tripping over her
lines. Rather than the radiant
angel Morell and Marchbanks
described, she was complacent,
condescending and totally
without passion. (This rather left
a ·hole where the passions of the
men were concerned-1
Contributing to the awkward
moments on stage was some
awkward blocking. It is very
disconcerting for characters to
cross the stage for no reason, and
twice actors squeezed between
chairs and end-tables and stopped.
An unnatural pose for the sake of
symmetry is a poor bargain.
On the plus side were the
costumes; they simulated the
period without being distracting.
The frozen poses in half-light at
the beginning and end of each act
were also pleasing, giving
impressions of a tin-type come to
life.

Features: Swimming Pool-Barbeque
Recreation Rooms-Shag Carpet
Sun Deck-Dishwasher-Security System

Now accepting Res~rvations
for fall-no lease required
Columbian East
Mike Rakes
208 Columbia SE
266-4070
Columbian West
Tony Sam
209 Columbia SE
255·2685.
Come by or Call

High Quality
High Performance
Savings up to $50.00

·.: ··=·~·-: Model4770

Model.4770 W /high density microgap Ferrite Helad•~~~=-=--===-=
Formerly $199.95 Now only $169.95
Model 4780 WI dolby & memory rewind.
Formerly $269.95 Now only. $219.95

Model4755 WI exclusive dual direct drive
transport system Formerly $199.95 Now only·$169.95

Save Now
1 week only

Discontinued Models Subject
to in stock merchandise

3011 MO~TE VISTA U.
DIAL 25li-1894
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Pupil Personnel Program
The Pupil Personnel Specialist
program, designed to place more
Spanish speaking guidance
counselors into public schools, has
received an additional $150,000
from the U.S. Office of Education
which will extend the project
until July 197 5.
·
'
John Rinaldi, co-director, said
the program has three major
functions: training counselors,
departmental development, and
mater-ial dissemination. Project
money will also be put into the
gu.idance and counseling
department for department

analysis, to study minority
funding, to conduct workshops
and to hire minority program
consultants.
Rinaldi said that the project is
looking for bilingual trainees who
are culturally aware of the values,
goals, and behavior of the Chicano
child. To qualify as a trainee, an
individual must have a bachelor's
degree in education and qualify
for graduate school. After a
one-year training period the
trainees will receive a master's
degree and a counselor's
certificate, There are twelve

stipends of $4,200 a year
available.
The UNM Pupil Personnel
Program has found favor with the
Office of Education. Of the
$ 7 0 0, 0 0 0 allotted for similar
projects throughout the U.S., the
UNM program received some 20
per cent of the total funds. During
its four-year history, the program
has received over 2 million dollars.
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rupuru

featuring .
Indonesian and European Cuisine
Large Variation of Sandwiches
Uitsmyters-Tortas-Heros-etc.
Excellent Soups & Salads

•·

Ricetable
(for 2 or more-with reservation)
Reasonable Prices of course
Bike Ntck.r jorymir CO/IVC!IIii!IICI!,

New Dining Room
Now Open

Thursday, July 18th
Drama: Paul Zindel's "And Miss
Reardon Drinks A Little" at
the Old Town Studio at 8 p.m.
Performance~> nightly through
Saturday with a matinee on
Sunday. Reservations at
242·4602.
Friday, July 19th
Opera: "La Grande·Duchesse de
Gerolstein" at the Santa Fe
·opera, 9 p.m.
TV: "In Concert" with Maggie
Bell, the Electric Light
Orchestra and Rod Stewart on.
Channel 7 at 10:30 p.m.
Poetry Reading: Stan Renfro
presents "Earth" at the UNM
Fountain, 7:80p.m.
Saturday, July 20th
Concert: Mack n Root and Gin
Mill perform on the Johnson
Gym Field for free, 6:30·11
p.m.
Opera: "La Boheme" at the Santa
Fe'Opera, 9 p;m.
·
Sunday, July 21st
Concert: Waylon Jennings is
feature performer in a
country-western jam scheduled
to begin at 7 p.m. in the Sports
Stadium.
Monday, July 22nd
Lecture: Pat and Dick Meleski,
authors of "Echoes of the
Past," speak .in the Kiva, 8 p.m.
Tuesday, July 23rd
Recital: Faculty chamber music
performance in Keller Hall at
8:15p.m.
Wednesday, July 24th
Radio: "Coming Home: No
Homecoming," a program
featuring commentary by
Vietnam Veterans; KUNM, 7
p.m.
Opera: "La Grande·Duchesse de
Gerolstein" at the Santa Fe
Opera, 9 p.m.
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Pucci New Net Coach

~Joe
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Ferguson Quits

For the third time this year a
new coach has been selected to
pilot a UNM athletic team-Joe
Ferguson resigned Tuesday as
tennis coach and 26-year-old Dr.·
Tom Pucci has been appointed his
successor.
The other coaches who'll be in
their first season at the helm are
Bill Mondt, replacing Rudy
Feldman as head football coach,
andRickKiattwhoistheinterim
swimming coach while John
M!!cl)em__ ta){es a years leave of
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absence,
Ferguson compiled a 156·71·1
record in his 13 seasons as tennis
coach. His 1968 squad ran up a
20-1 dual record and tied for 11th
at the NCAA championships. His
1969 team finished with a 14·3
record.
"I had hoped to coach one
more year," said Ferguson, "but I
just retired from my other job at
APS (Albuquerque Public
Schools) and I can't draw my
retirement ·pay if I accept one
dime from the University.
Coaching was also quite a bit of
work and Pucci's going to be a
great replacement. He's already
proven what .a good recruiter he

U-STDRE-IT
U-LDCK-IT
U-Carry th• K•y

MENS
SHOP

Mini Storages
All Sizes
$12.00 per month and up

2120 Central S.E,

Rm•rican
5•1f Starar:~•

Bicycl••! Bicycl••! Bicycl••!

5220 San Mateo NE

!145-&&!1&

Stap by and hav• a
laak at aur ••l•cliian

Dr. Tom Pucci

Hebrew Teacher Wanted

Df tD-•p••d•

Part-time (7 hours a week)

Sp•cializiniJ in lih•

Hebrew teacher for children
· of Chavurah School
Contact ProfessorS. Karni

La Bicycl•tli• D• Franc•
Champiann• Du Mand•

277-2600 or 268-4155
E. Spolsky-277-4436 or 243-6038

THE BIKE
SHDP

Guitars and
Basses
America's greatest custom
shop now has a dealer
in Albuquerque!
The Alembic instruments
are made to the ·
highest level of
craftsmanship .with
state of the art
· electronics.
See them nowl
THE

.
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'

was a bad year for us but Tom
had great recruiting success this
year. They're going to be
contenders for the WAC title this
season and in. two Years I honestly
don't know how anyone's going
to beat them_,_''

Custom Jewelry

by TOM THOMASON

The Studio Gallery
400 San felipe N. W.

Old Town·

"Lectu
Under the,.·

•.r::a\\.:,'\

Stars".'

Summer 1974 Series

July 22

Lobos Get
Russell

I

"Echoes of the Past"
Pat and Dick Meleski

r

Mike Russell, who signed national
letters of intent to attend both
UNM and New Mexico State will
he playing for the Lobos next
year.
Commissioners • of the various
athletic conferences voted UNM's
·Jetter which Russell signed first,
was valid and New Mexico State's
was not.
The Aggies said that the Jetter
Russell signed for UNM was
co-signed by his stepfather, who
they contended was not a legal
parent or guardian. They wanted
6·7 Russell to be free to go
anywhere he wanted.

. Authors of Echoes of the Past
UNM

Kiva
(('(lult'S W•ll tw twld Mond.n- to\·t>nrngJ ~I 6 I'm In t oil!of' of bad
"Nithrr. !how l('tlur('' sc:I'INJul(ld fotfhf' (i•nlr.ll M<~lf \\Ill be mo1.-t'd
lfJ th('
Thrtt' ,, ntt .atlm•,,•OB tho~tgt' lht> gt'nrr"l pol!f•t 111

of 5tudent,J omce~

YES I
Open lfa.m. to 1 a.m. 7 days a week
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•• IN TWEI~ FII2ST ~ ONLY
NeW MEXICO ~PPE~Rt:iNCE.
Wl'fl.l IJERY SPECIQL CiUEST STAllS..
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Down the alley and into the Garden

·NEW YORK STYLE PIZZA,
SANDWICHES, SALADS
2 21 2 Central, SE

Dr, Pucci served a year as
unpaid assistant to Ferguson last
spring and did much of the
recruiting, He signed according to
Ferguson "one of the best crops
of incoming players we've had."
Pucci played for Sacramento
State College as that school's
number one player. He won three
straight Far West Conference
singles championships and in 1969
reached the finals of the . NCAA
small college championships
before faUing. He was also a
finalist in the NCAA regionals
that same year,
He is still an active player,
ranked sixth in northern New
Mexico. Two weeks ago he
reached the finals of the Ancient
City Open in Santa Fe before
losing to one of his top recruits,
Albuquerque's Mike Huffman.Pucci will assume the tennis
coaching job in the same manner
that Ferguson did, a part-time
position within the athletic
department. He will continue his
position at Albuquerque's
Eldorado High, where he teaches
speech and physical education.
"I think within a year or two
Tom will be a full time coach
working in the P.E. department,"
said Ferguson. "Jobs in that
department are not readily
available now but I'm sure he will
be worked in as soon as possible.
"Now he's got to do what I did

for 18 years, Come down and
coach at 2:80, and when the team
goes on a trip he will have to take
leave without pay and Jet UNM
reimburse him.
''I'm leaving possibly the best
team that UNM's had. Last_ year

1068 CO-RNELL, S.E.
(Rear Entrance)
Across from Johnson

266-2338

I~

It IS possible to construct a superior
loudspeaker system yourself and saveThe best speaker systems avai Iable
today have one thing in common the rnternal speaker components
are carefully selected and
matched (very few speaker
companies manufacture their
own woofers and tweeters).
And several of the best
speakers in the world use
Phi lips drivers (we'll give
you the names if you wish).
Whether you plan to design
a system yourselft build
one of our complete kits,
or simpl~ add the famous
Philips tlome tweeter to
your present speakers, be
sure to Ii sten to the qua Ii ty of
Philips components.
Compare our matched systems in the
store- Let our qualified staff
answer your questions!

SOUND IDEAS

1624 Eubank NE 292-1188
Open evenings till 8:00 p.m.
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There will be a Women's medical
self-help and Pap clinic at the Student
Health Center, Wednesdays, room 220,
2·4, Minimal charges for pap smears,
speculums for sale.

UN·M Nursing School
~eceiv·es Federal Aid
Federal support has been
received by the College of Nursing
at UNM fpr two limited training
programs, Dean Louise Murray
announced today.
A grant of $17,017 from the
National Institutes of Mental
Health, Department of Health,
Education and Welfare {HEW), is
for undergraduate psychiatric
nursing training.
uThis will allow us to provide a
limited number of stipends "for
nursing students who intend to
.pursue.. a career in psychiatric
nursing," Dean Murray said.
Another HEW grant of $15,518
is for "professional nurse
t11ai~1.eeships, ~~

CLASSIFIED
ADVERTISING
Rates: lOt per word, $1,00 minimum.
Terms: Payment must be made in full
prior to insertion of advertisement.
Where: Joumallsm Buildin.r, Room 206.
or fiJI mczil
Classified Advertlsln.r
UNM P.O. Box 20
Albuquerque, N.M. 87181

1)

PERSONALS

SUICIDE Is a permanent eolution to
temporary problema. WW liaten. AGORA.277-3013.
PREGNANT AND NEED HELP? You
have friends who care at BlrthrJ~rbt.
2''1·9819.

2) LOST & FOUND
FOUND Black rimmed Prescription Glasses
Gl181les in KIVA at Poetry Reading,
Friday, 7/12. Identify and claim, 2430661. Silda
FOUND: Man's Watch in KIVA at Poetry
Reading, 7/12. Identify and claim. 2430861. SIJda.
3)

SERVICES

CLASSICAL GUITAR INSTRUCTION.
UNM guitar major. Student of Hector
Ga.!_cla. 266-2696,
'l/26
TYPING-IBM SELECTRIC, Language
.t: Math eymbols. 897-0990.
'l/26
LEGAL SERVICES. l1NM Law School
Clinical Program oilers legal services
for atudenta and atatr. Fumlsbecl by
qualffted Jaw atudenta under faculty IU•
pervlllon. Availability limited to thoee
wh011e aueta and Income do not exceed
eatabllahed guldellnea. &Ot realatratlon .
fee. Call 27'1·2913 or 277·8604 for In·
formation and appolntmenta. Spoll80red
by Auoclated Studenti of UNII.
tfn
PASSPORT. IDENTIFICATION 11hoto1.'
. Lowest prlcea fn town, fast, pJeulne.
Near UNH. Call 286·2'4' or come to
1717 Girard N.E.
'1/25

4)

FORRENT

MOUNTAINS AND RIVERS hu backpacking equipment rentals and •al•.
Rent what you're thinking of buying and
get one day'e rental fee oft purchue
prfee. Raft rentals aleo. MOUNTAINS
a RIVERS. acrou the •treet at 2210
Central SE,
'1/26

There will ·be a· meeting of the
ASUNM Senate Thursday July 18,
7:00 P.m. at the International Center,
Friday, JUly 19, Stan Renfro will
read his poem, E;arth at the fountain
on the mall, .at 7:30 p.m. The reading
will be to bring attention to a bill on
strip mining currently in the House of
Representatives •.
New children's and young adult
books of the year will be on exhibit at
the Learning Materials Center, College
of Education, from July .15 to August
9, The exhibit consists of books for·
grades P through .12, professional
books and fully annotated catalogs,
The center is open 8-5, Monday
through Friday. Be sure to sign up for
a prize drawing!
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There will be a memorial service for
Nancy Newhall Sunday, July 21, at
4:00p.m. at the 1st Unitarian Church
at Carlisle and Comanche. Beaumont
Newhall will speak about his wife.
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RADICAL AMERICA. An indepndent socialist magazine of working class historY
and practice. Available at LIVING
BATCH BOOK STORE on Central.

HELP WANTED - TECHNICAL ABSTRACTORS Part time Five to ten
graduate students are being sought to
write Informative abstracts of state
7/2G.,
gov't doeumenta. Work to start in July
and run thru September or October. AP·
'FIELD BRED IRISH SETTERS, $80.'
plicants should have an undergraduate
Call 268·Q68C evenings. & weekends. 'l/18
degree in English, Humanities, or in a
technical area with good writing skills:
LA R G E New Shipment ANTIQVE
and presently be a graduate student at
CLOTHES, 20's, 30's, 40's, from aimpJe
U.N.M. Contact Richard Diener, Tech·
dreases to silk gowns. THE SILVER
nology Application Center (27'1·4227).
NE.
SUNBEAM, 3409 Central....;:.,;.;_:_
COLLIEs-Blue Merle .t: Tri-color/AKC/
7/9 TEACHERS WANTED. West & other
health guarantecd/$76. 266·0069.
states. Southwest Teachers Agency, Box
QUALITY HIKING & BACKPACKING
433'1, Albu., N.M. 87106. Member of
EQUIPMENT & acceasorlea at the
National Association Teachers Agencies.
TRAIL HAUS, 1081 San Mateo SE.
Teacher placement since 1948.
'7/25
Wilderness Equipment apeclallsts since
1967-RENTALs-Phone 266·9190. 7/26 7) MISCELLANEOUS
BACKPACKERS - Come inspect New IF YOU HAVE an old upright or spinet
Mexico's most complete selection of
Pinno to sell for $100 or less, Call Dave:.
equipment at B A C K ,COUNTRY
243-6134.
.
7/18
SPORTS, 2421 San Pedro NE. 266·8113.
'l/26 PRE-MED STUDENTS • • • planning to
study medicine in a French-speaking
6) EMPLOYMENT
countr:v should consider a year of 11tudy
abroad at the Institute for American
PART-TIME Research .Assistant/Typist.
Universities, 2'1 place de l'Universite,.
Sociology background desirable. 243·2062
13626 Aix-en-Provence, France.
'
alter 6 p.m.
7/18
PRE-LAW STUDENTS • • • should consider a year of background fn English
PART-TIME JOB afternoons & evenings.
History, Government and Polities at the
Must be over 21 yrs, old. Apply in per·
Britiah Studies Centre, '78 Castle Street,
son-graduate studenia only, SAVE
Canterbury, Kent CT1 2QD, England.
WAY Liquor Store, 670' Lomas NE.
. 7/26
6/27
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Jigg's Pool Room
Pool Tables, Air-Hockey,
Fooz Ball, Pin-Ball.
i Food served exclusively from

i

Casa Luna.

I
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Have gasoline costs for
commuting gotten you down?

Across
from

12004 1/2 Central SE

UNM

I

7/18
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Come by and look us over.

I·I
LOMAS at SAN PEDRO
SAN PEDRO at MENAUL
CANDELARIA at EUBANK
5324 4th ST., N..W.
LOMAS at JUAN TABO
•
•

§.
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......-~~~~ yarns • fibers • books
· I
weaving supplies ·

THENLIVEAT
COLLEGE INN!
where you ca.n walk to class and -

§
§
§

...-rl fibercraft materials
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Do you Want lots of food
(no limit), maid service
and plenty of parking?
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§
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It's not any one thing that makes a Big Mac taste great.
But a lot of delicious things puttogether.
Isn't thai interesting?
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The Albuquerque Boycott
Committee asks you to write a letter to
your senator and congressman urging
enforcement of legislatio~ protecting
the rights of striking farmworkers and
Mexican nationals working in this
country. There will be an infonnation
table in the SUB, Picketing groups will
leave Chicano Studies at 5. p.m. Friday
and .10:30 a.m. Saturday, July 19 and
20.

CALUMET 4 x 5 VIEW CAMERA and
Aceessorfea. Phone 242-6720 after 5

looms • assistance
401 romero, n.w.
~
old town 243-0655
~ 10.6, closed mondays
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Rap sessions on contraception and
sexuality at the Student Health Center,
"oom 220, Tuesdays, 2·4,

TENT, lightweight, Rlp.etop nylon eon•
atructlon. S76 flrm, can 298-12116, 'I /26
ROOK' TYPE SWAMP COOLER worth
S77 will take S&O or beat otrer. Call 21181298.
7/26
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There will be rap sessions on
contraception and sexuality at the ~
Student Health Center, room 220 ..~ · ·
Tuesdays, between 2 and 4 p.m: ~
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we do the cooking and cleaning!

You can rent for 30 days
ifyou wish
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